




























The Console 

The console consists of an adjustable stainless steel wheel for the 

hydraulic tilt steering, a Yamaha EVC diagnostics display, Fusion remote 

display, hydraulic trim tab controls and all DC switches for the boat's 

electric controls and lighting. There is room on the console for a flush 

mounted, dealer installed, 11" navigation display. Two cupholders 

create an extra convenient holding space for items such as keys and a 

cell phone. Her windshield is tempered glass with a windshield wiper 

to starboard for the operator. 

The helm and Instrument console Is simple and functional. 

Performance Review 

Our test of the Grady-White Freedom 235 was conducted in Morehead 

City, North Carolina outside of the inlet in the Atlantic Ocean. The seas 

and winds were calm and it was a warm and clear day in the high 

eighties. Our total boat weight with two onboard was approximately 

5,700 lbs. (2,585 kg). 

WOT Speed. 

With the standard Yamaha F300 horsepower 4-stroke engine, and a 15 ½" 

by 17" propeller, we reached a top speed of 44.5 miles per hour at 5900 

rpm. 



Best Cruise. 

Dialing back to 4000 rpm, we achieved our best economy at 30 miles per 

hour, burning only 12.4 gallons per hour. This gave us a fuel economy of 

2.4 miles per gallon, and, keeping 10% of fuel in reserve, this gave us a 

range of 251 statute miles. 

The Time To Plane 

The time to plane for the Freedom 235 was 3.8 seconds and we reached 

20 miles per hour in 5.1 seconds. Continuing to a cruising speed of 30 

miles per hour took an additional 3.9 seconds, for a total of 9.0 seconds 

from the point of acceleration. Once on plane and trimmed up, the 

visibility while seated and with the bolster down, from the bow to the 

horizon, was unobstructed. 

Handling 

We put the Freedom 235 through a series of tight turns at full power, both 

coming out of a straight run and at take off, and she was both stable and 

responsive, with no slippage. All in all, the operation, stability and 

turning characteristics were first rate. 

Observations 

With this all new model, Grady-White has introduced a competitive and 

versatile multifunction dual console that possesses "big boat" features 

and good performance. Whether it be entertaining, cruising, skiing, or 

fishing, to name just a few potential functions, the Freedom 235 

addresses each with the level of detail and quality Grady-White has come 

to be known for. 




